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INTRO LET’S GET STARTED!



ALERTING  
INTRODUCTION

Zest4 has the functionality to allow you to set up and manage various 
alerts for almost all of your Mobile and M2M/IoT connections. There are 
a number of different types of Zest4 alerting options including:

Spend, Data Percentage and Data MB

Please note: Not all alert types are applicable to every connection. 

What alerting Zest4 can offer is dependent on the network and tariff that 
the number is connected to -  and so the aim of this guide is to explain in 
detail all of the different alerting types Zest4 can offer. 

This guide will also show you step-by-step how to proactively manage 
each form of alerting via the relevant Zest4 portal.

INTRODUCTION
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***DISCLAIMER***

Alerting on all networks cannot be guaranteed, therefore can only be 
used as a guideline to usage. 

Call processing, delays at the network, a data session starting and 
ending and system failures can all contribute to issues with alerts. 

Zest4 endeavours to send all alerts to users however alerts are never 
100% guaranteed and on rare occasions some alerts may not be sent.  

Alerts should not be relied upon as a credit control method.

DISCLAIMER
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1.0 - MOBILE ALERTING INTRODUCTION
All Zest4 mobile alerting is set up and managed 24/7 via the Zest4 Customer Portal: zest4customers.com 

It is important to familiarise yourself with the Zest4 Customer Portal and how Zest4 Mobile alerting will work so you can confidently 
keep track of your connections and their usage throughout the month. 

This guide will explain in detail all aspects of Zest4 Mobile Alerting.

1.0 MOBILE ALERTING INTRODUCTION
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1.1 - DEFAULT SETTINGS
The Zest4 Customer Portal: zest4customers.com has 
the functionality for you to set your own default alerts at 
account level so that every mobile connection (O2 and 
VF) added to the account moving forwards will be set 
with these alerts as a default. 

Should you not amend these alert levels yourself, then 
new connections will be set at the Zest4 Default Alert 
levels which differ slightly depending on whether you are 
a Reseller or a Customer.

IMPORTANT 

Default Alerts are added by an overnight process that 
will run at approx. midnight each night (including 
weekends) and will look for any new O2 & VF mobile 
connections; or changes to existing single user Data 
Bundles (%), that have been made that same day. The 
system will then automatically apply the default spend 
and data bundle (%) alerts to these numbers as stated on 
the Alerting Default Settings screen on the Zest4 
Customer Portal. 

If any spend or data bundle (%) alerts have been 
manually disabled/deleted on mobile connections that 
day and not replaced; then the overnight process will 
add new alerts to these numbers automatically based on 
what is added into the Alerting Default Settings screen. 
All Zest4 mobile connections must have at least 1 active 
spend alert in place at all times. Also, all Zest4 single 
user bundle tariff connections (NOT Shared / Aggregated 
/ Unlimited / Flex data tariffs) must have at least 1 active 
data bundle (%) alert in place at all times.

1.1 DEFAULT SETTINGS
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CUSTOMERS
The Zest4 Customer Default Data Alerts for single user tariffs are set at 80% & 100% for bundle (%) allowances. 

You are able to add an automated data Bar Limit on a Bundle (%) Alert, but this is a bespoke request and is not part of the Alerting 
Default Settings. <See Sections 1.4, 1.5 & 1.7> 

You are not able to add Data Bundle (%) Alerts to individual numbers on Shared / Aggregated / Unlimited / Flex data tariffs, but you 
can proactively set up Group Data Bundle (%) Alerts <See Section 1.6> – You are also able to proactively create MB alerts on 
individual mobile numbers (any mobile tariff) but these alerts are not part of the Alerting Default Settings. <See Section 1.5 & 1.7> 

Zest4 Customer Default Total Spend Alerts for mobile connection tariffs are:

Lower 
£180.00

Bar 
£200.01

Upper 
£200.00

1.1 DEFAULT SETTINGS (Customers)
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RESELLERS
The Zest4 Reseller Default Data Alerts for single user tariffs are set at 80% & 100% for bundle (%) allowances. You are able to add 
an automated data Bar Limit on a Bundle (%) Alert but this is a bespoke request and is not part of the Alerting Default Settings. 
<See Section 1.4, 1.5 & 1.7> 

You are not able to add Data Bundle (%) Alerts to individual numbers on Shared / Aggregated / Unlimited / Flex data tariffs but you 
can proactively set up Group Data Bundle (%) Alerts. <See Section 1.6> You are also able to proactively create MB alerts on 
individual mobile numbers (any mobile tariff) but these alerts are not part of the Alerting Default Settings. <See Section 1.5 & 1.7> 

Zest4 Reseller Default Total Spend Alerts for mobile connection tariffs are: 

Lower 
£90.00

Bar 
£100.01

Upper 
£100.00

1.1 DEFAULT SETTINGS (Resellers)
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To customise the Zest4 Default Alert 
levels for your account - please go on to 
the My Account section of the Zest4 
Customer Portal – zest4customers.com:

Then you will see this screen and it allows you to change the default alerts settings for your account and gives you the option to 
add up to 3 emails addresses to receive an alert notification per network. If you are going to add more than 1 email address to this 
screen, then these need to be separated by a semi-colon [;] and no spaces between the email addresses.  

You are also able to customise the Alerting Default Settings in one of three ways: SMS Only, Email Only or SMS+Email for each 
network. For SMS options, the SMS notifications will go only to the mobile number that the alert relates to as a default. If you 
would like to choose bespoke mobile number recipient combinations for SMS Alerts, then you can do this via the Alert Manager 
section  <See Sections 1.4, 1.5 & 1.7>

1.1 DEFAULT SETTINGS (Resellers)
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You can change the Default Spend Alerts to whatever amounts that you want. The lowest Spend Alert option you can choose is: 
Lower £0.01, Upper £0.02 and Bar £0.03. Though you should think carefully before setting the Default Spend Alerts this low, as 
you run the risk of multiple users getting barred frequently throughout the month for something as simple as sending 1 picture 
message or calling an 0845 number for example. Conversely, you could set the Default Spend Alerts at very high levels (e.g. 
Lower - £1000 – Upper - £5000 – Bar £10,000), but then it is important to realise that you will be liable for all of the charges 
incurred as a result of having the thresholds this high. 

You must have a Lower and Upper threshold for your Default Spend Alerts. If 
you do not want a Bar Threshold for your Default Spend Alerts, then you can 
leave this box blank. 

The Default Data Bundle (%) Alerts can have the percentages customised. 
The lowest percentage threshold you can have is 1% and the highest threshold 
you can have is 100%. You cannot have decimal figures in these boxes e.g. 
20.5%. It is also now possible to set a Bar Threshold level, which will auto add a 
Data Bar at the Bar Level of the Bundle (%) Alert, though this request sits 
outside the Alerting Default Settings in the Alert Manager section. <See 
Section 1.4, 1.5 & 1.7> 

These Default Data Bundle (%) alerts will activate automatically overnight after tariff changes have occurred (e.g. changing from a 
5GB to 10GB tariff) and will apply to any individual number Top Up Bundles (%) added through the month as well. Data Bundle (%) 
Alerts added mid-month will pro-rate allowances automatically if appropriate, based on the date in the month that the bundle is 
added/amended. 

Whatever Spend / Data Bundle (%) Alert levels you select in this screen, then these will apply to all your O2 / Vodafone mobile 
connections from that point onwards, whenever you choose the Default option under the Alerts tab on the Partner Portal 
(provisioning portal)  – portal.zest4.com

1.1 DEFAULT SETTINGS (Resellers)
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1.2 - ALERT MANAGER OVERVIEW
The Zest4 Customer Portal zest4customers.com 
allows you to view Alerts in a couple of different 
places - the first is in the Unbilled Details tab:

This will then bring up all mobile connections 
active on the account. This will show you any 
unbilled charges the numbers have incurred so 
far in the current calendar month, and how much 
data has been used at a glance.  Please Note – 
you will also be able to see any group bundles 
via the bundle wheels at the top of the page, and 
you can access the group alerts for these 
bundles by selecting Add New Alert.

Under Active Services – you can view the alerts 
on an individual number by simply clicking on the 
red bell icon against the corresponding mobile 
number.         Please note if a red bell icon does 
not display here, then alerting is not available for 
this particular product.

1.2 ALERT MANAGER OVERVIEW
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The second place to view alerts on the Zest4 
Customer Portal is via the Admin Tools section – 
select Admin Tools and followed by the option: 
Alert Manager

Then you’ll see the following screen:

The search function will allow you to search for an 
individual mobile number to bring up their alerts 
only – you can search by mobile number or 
username. 

Account Level Alerts is for proactively setting up 
Group Bundle Alerts (%) on aggregated/shared 
data group tariffs – Account Level Alerts will not be 
set up for  partners/customers via Zest4, so you 
will always need to create these group alerts 
proactively. Please see <See Section 1.6> for more 
information on how to manage these group alerts. 

Service Level Alerts is the section for managing 
Usage (e.g. % & MB Data) Alerts and Spend Alerts 
on individual mobile connections.

1.2 ALERT MANAGER OVERVIEW
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1.3 - SERVICE LEVEL ALERTS OVERVIEW
The Status column on the left-hand side will indicate if an individual mobile alert has triggered in any way during the current 
calendar month. 

This means this specific alert is active for this month and has not yet been triggered in the current month.

This means someone has pressed on the red cross. 

To disable the alert or the alert has been disabled automatically after a tariff/bundle change – all Disabled alerts will stay in a 
Disabled state, unless manually reactivated by pressing the Re-enable Alert button or removed by the billing system after
they are no longer required (e.g. Top-up bundles that are no longer applicable).

If a Service Level Alert - Data Bundle (%)  and/or Spend (£) Alert - is Disabled (or permanently deleted by pressing the black cross 
      on a Disabled Alert) and a new alert is not added in its place; then a Default Alert will be added back on automatically as per 
the Zest4 overnight process. <See Section 1.1> 

All O2 and Vodafone mobile connections must have at least 1 active Spend (£) Alert in place at all times, and all numbers on a 
single user mobile tariff (not shared/aggregated) must have at least 1 active Data Bundle (%) Alert in place at all times. 

   If an alert has triggered in the current month, then the Status column on the far left of the screen will tell you 
which threshold level has triggered (where applicable). Otherwise it will say    . 

1.3 SERVICE LEVEL ALERTS OVERVIEW
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IMPORTANT 

If an Alert (Usage, Bundle or Spend) has already triggered in the current month, then this same Alert will not re-trigger again in the 
same month, unless it is an amended in some way and saved.  

If you want to keep the same alert in place for the start of the following month after allowances have reset, then you can leave this 
Triggered alert as it is and add a new second alert to the same mobile number.  

Even if a backdated tariff change has taken place mid-month, and usage potentially rerated; it is important to make clear that it is 
always the user’s responsibility to ensure that they proactively manage and amend all Usage and Spend Alerts throughout the 
month, as appropriate.

1.3 SERVICE LEVEL ALERTS OVERVIEW
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1.4 - EDITING AN EXISTING ALERT
If you need to edit an existing Spend/ Bundle / Usage alert, then click on the       button next to the relevant alert in the Service 
Level Alerts screen on the Alert Manager screen to edit the alerts in the following ways:

• Alert Threshold Figures (Lower / Upper / Bar) – Spend Alerts (£) / Data Bundle (%) / Data Usage (MB) / Usage (Minutes) / Usage 
(Events) 

• Alert Method of Delivery - Is the alert to be sent via SMS only? Email only? Both? 

• Alert Recipients - Who receives the alert? mobile number and/or email address – you can add up to 3 mobile numbers and up 
to 3 email addresses to receive an alert notification. If you need to add more than 3 mobile numbers and/or email addresses, 
then you can create multiple alerts on the same mobile number, with different recipient mobile number and email address 
combinations. SMS alerts are white labelled. Email alerts are Zest4 branded and this cannot be changed. SMS and Email alerts 
do not mention monetary amounts, bundle percentage figures, or specific usage (e.g. MB) amounts. The alert notifications 
will state that “you have reached your Lower/Upper/Bar Limit” – as applicable. 

• Alert Name – You can customise the Alert name to something more relevant to the user, and this will show on the SMS and/or 
Email alert notification that is sent.  

• Alert Description - You can also customise the Alert description, though this does not show anywhere on the Alert notification 
that is sent and is purely logged for your own records.

1.4 EDITING AN EXISTING ALERT
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IMPORTANT 

If you amend an Alert that has already triggered a threshold level in the current month, by changing anything (other than 
increasing the value (£) /percentage (%) / Usage (e.g. MB) thresholds of the alert to a higher level than the current unbilled usage);  
then this particular triggered alert will be resent again after the next call processing takes place. 

If you need to amend multiple alerts in bulk by changing the alert name, adding a recipient email address, or lowering the 
thresholds for example; then it is highly recommended that you do this as close to the start of the calendar month as possible, to 
minimise any inconvenience with alerts potentially re-triggering again incorrectly. <See Section 1.7>

1.4 EDITING AN EXISTING ALERT
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1.5 - ADD A NEW ALERT
If you need to add a new alert to an individual mobile connection (including any none-standard alerts such as MB / Data Charges, 
Voice Usage etc), then you can add new alerts in a few different places: 

• Admin Tools > Alert Manager > 

• Unbilled Details – Search the number you require, click on either          or          and then you will be able to select  

Then you will see the below screen – the first drop down allows you to select the number you wish to add the alert to (search by 
mobile number or username) and the second drop down, lets you pick the type of alert you would like to add.

1.5 ADD A NEW ALERT
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THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF ALERT YOU CAN ADD ARE: 

• Total Charges – Spend Alert based on overall spend value (£) for all types of unbilled, out of bundle charges in the month to 
date. 

• Voice Charges - Spend Alert based on spend value (£) of all types of unbilled call charges, that are not included as part of the 
standard tariff bundle allowances. 

• Voice Usage - Usage Alert based on Minute values of all types of unbilled calls in the month to date. 

• Data Charges - Spend Alert based on spend value (£) of all types of unbilled Data Overage charges in the month to date, that 
sit outside of the standard bundle allowances. 

• Data Usage - Usage Alert based on MB values of 4 different options of unbilled MB usage in the month to date. 

1. Total UK Data Usage 
2. Total UK+Europe Data Usage 
3. Total ROW Data Usage 
4. Total Data Usage (UK, Europe, ROW) 

• Event Charges - Spend Alert based on spend value (£) of SMS / MMS unbilled charges in the month to date, that sit outside of 
the standard bundle allowances. 

• Event Usage - Usage Alert based on Event values of all types of unbilled SMS / MMS used in the month to date. 

• Data Bundle – Usage Alert based on Data Percentage (%) values of single user bundle tariffs, including any single user Data 
Top Up bundles. 

You will then see the next screen depending on your choice of the above – the values are editable to suit the user:

1.5 ADD A NEW ALERT
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BACK TO CONTENTS PAGE

The next step is to select the method of 
delivery for the alert – by SMS and/or email 
by putting a tick in the box next to each 
threshold that applies.

On the next screen you will be able add in the mobile number(s) and the email 
addresses to send the alert notifications to. You can add up to 3 mobile numbers and 3 
email addresses per alert. Please separate multiple mobile numbers/email addresses 
with a comma and no spaces. If you need more than 3 mobile numbers / email 
addresses to receive the alerts, then you will need to create additional alerts on the 
same mobile number and add in the extra recipient mobile numbers / email addresses 
as applicable.

1.5 ADD A NEW ALERT
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On this screen you can also change the name of the Alert and this will show on the 
SMS and email alert notification that is sent. You can amend the alert description as 
well, but this is purely logged for your own records, and will not show on any alert 
notification that is sent. 

Then once you happy with the details, simply click on Confirm and this will activate the 
new alert.

1.5 ADD A NEW ALERT
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1.6 - GROUP BUNDLE ALERTING
To add an alert for a shared or group bundle, you can do this in two places on the Zest4 customer portal – zest4customers.com  

The first option is in Admin Tools > Alert Manager > Account Level Alerts 

Please Note: The Account Level Alerts option will only appear here, if you already have an active Aggregated/Shared Data Bundle 
on your billing account.

1.6 GROUP BUNDLE ALERTING
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The second place is in the Unbilled Details tab: 

• You will be presented with some new analysis on the account you are viewing. 

• The circular graphs displayed show any shared bundles on the account and the Parent number they relate to if applicable. The 
graphs show a percentage usage amount for the current month to date of each shared bundle to help you manage utilisation. 
For aggregated bundles it will show a graph for this bundle.

Graphs in red show SHARED MINUTE bundles 
Graphs in blue show SHARED DATA bundles 
Graphs in green show SHARED SMS bundles

1.6 GROUP BUNDLE ALERTING
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You can set up an alert for any group data bundles to inform you when each bundle has reached a specific percentage (%) bundle 
threshold (Lower & Upper). 

• The alert can be set to send an SMS, email or both at the Lower limit and the Upper limit. 
• You cannot set an auto Data Bar option for these types of group data bundles. 
• The SMS alert notifications are white labelled. 
• The Email alert notifications are Zest4 branded and this cannot be changed. 
• There is no mention of specific % figures on the alert notifications that are sent. It will state “that you have reached your Lower 

or Upper limit”.

• Add New Alert: If you select the green button 
below the bundle you want to add an alert to, 
a screen will pop up for you to set up the alert. 

• Multiple Parents: If you have several parent 
number tariffs on your account, then you will 
see all graphs for all parent numbers. To filter 
to one parent use the Show Bundles For 
Parent Number on the right hand side of the 
page.

1.6 GROUP BUNDLE ALERTING
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1.7 - BULK ALERTING
There is the facility to add new, amend existing and add missing alerts in bulk. When in the Alert Manager screen – please click 
the orange button that says:  

You will then be presented with a screen that looks like this:

If you select the option on the right 
side of the screen for what alerts you 
would you would like to process in 
bulk. Once you have clicked the 
appropriate option, the system will 
generate for you a CSV file that is 
already pre-populated to help with 
getting the alerts in the correct format 
for upload.

• Add New Alert – the system will download a file for all numbers on your account and will have all options of alerts for each 
number. 

• Missing Alerts – the system will download a file for all missing alerts – please note this is downloading all numbers and all 
missing possible alerts, so do not be alarmed if some numbers do not show on this spreadsheet, as you may already have all 
available alerts added on those particular numbers. 

• Update Existing Alerts – the system will download a file of all your existing alerts, for you to update as you wish. 

Resellers - we advise that you use column T – Service Username – should you wish to filter your alerts by end customer.

1.7 BULK ALERTING
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A ID This is the unique code given to an alert when it is created, you should not need to edit anything in this column.

B Handset Number This is the mobile number – please do not edit this or add a zero as this will prevent the upload from working correctly.

C Alert Type This is for the measurement of usage the system is looking at, either a Charge (£) or Bundle (%) or UsageA (MB, Minutes, Events) for the alert.

D Call Type This is for the type of alert the system is looking at – Total, Data, Voice or Event.

E Group YN Please do not change this column, it is determined by the tariff the connection is on and will usually be N.

F Bundle name / Usage Type If the alert is set on the bundle, it will have the name of the tariff’s bundle in here. Spend alerts will be blank.

G Lower Value This is the figure (£, %, MB etc) you have set for the Lower Limit alert.

H Upper Value This is the figure (£, %, MB etc) you have set for the Upper Limit alert.

I Bar Value This is the figure (£, %, MB etc) you have set for the Bar Limit alert (if applicable).

J Send Lower Email This will be Y or N depending on your choice of alert.

K Send Lower SMS This will be Y or N depending on your choice of alert.

L Send Upper Email This will be Y or N depending on your choice of alert.

M Send Upper SMS This will be Y or N depending on your choice of alert.

N Send Bar Email This will be Y or N depending on your choice of alert.

O Send Bar SMS This will be Y or N depending on your choice of alert.

P Mobile Number
This column lists the mobile number(s) to send the SMS alert notifications to – it can be blank if you do not require an SMS notification to be sent. If you 
need to enter more than one recipient mobile number, then please separate with a comma and no spaces between the numbers. You can add a 
maximum of 3 mobile numbers.

Q Email to Use
Lists the email address(es) to send the alert notifications to if required. It can be left blank if no email alert is to be sent. If you need to enter more than 
one recipient email address, then please separate with a comma and no spaces between the email addresses. You can add a maximum of 3 email 
addresses.

R Name The Alert Name that appears on the SMS or email alert notification that is sent, that you set when creating the alert.

S Description The alert description you set when creating the alert – this does not show on any alert notification that may be sent via SMS and/or email.

T Service Username The Username pulled from the billing system for the specific mobile number.

1.7 BULK ALERTING
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Once the CSV file has been completed, then you need to save 
as .csv file and upload the file using the Choose File on the Bulk 
Alerts screen.

Once you have uploaded the file then you need to click Validate File 
and it will validate the file :

Any alert that shows the green button             on the right means that the system has accepted the Alert. 

Anything that is highlighted in red with        means the Alert will not be added/amended because the CSV contained some 
incorrect information on the row for that specific alert.  

In this example, on the 3rd alert in the list, I have ticked N for send email address but contained an email address in the Email 
column and so this is why it is showing as an Error. 

In this example, I can either go back into the .csv file and correct that specific alert and re-upload the file again for validation. 
Alternatively, I could click the blue button                     and it will add all the valid alerts from the list and I can then go into that 
single alert that produced an error in Service Level Alerts in Alert Manager and correct it manually. <See Section 1.4 & 1.5>  

Once you have clicked Add All Valid Alerts then you should see this green message pop up on screen to confirm that the bulk 
alert process is complete. 

1.7 BULK ALERTING
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ALERT HISTORY 

Zest4 have the ability to view the alerting history on any mobile number should you require any 
information - including when was an alert set up, by whom, when was an alert triggered (time/date) 
etc. 

If you have any questions in regard to Bulk Alerting with Zest4, then please do not hesitate to 
contact the Service team to discuss via 0161 956 3300 Opt 1 Opt 1 – or via email: 
service@zest4.com or via Support Ticket option: High Usage Bars/Alerts in the Zest4 Customer 
Portal: zest4customers.com 

1.7 BULK ALERTING
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1.8 - REMOVING ALERT BARS
If an Alert Bar threshold has triggered in the current month, then the applicable Alert Bar will activate on the number and will stay 
on the number until the 1st day of the following month. From the 1st day of the following month, the alert bar will automatically 
remove from the number after allowances have reset. 

However, if you would like to remove the relevant Alert Bar during the current month, then you are able to do this. 

You need to access the Self-Service section to remove Alert Bars, and this can be reached from any of the following 3 places 
within the Zest4 Customer Portal. 

Alert Manager > Service Level Alerts - via clicking the spanner symbol             next to the relevant Alert that has been triggered.

1.8 REMOVING ALERT BARS
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Unbilled Details > Active Services - via 
clicking the spanner symbol          on the 
righthand side of the screen against the 
relevant mobile number.

Self-Service > Individual Service Actions – By clicking the Self-Service option at the top of the 
portal screen and selecting Individual Service Actions followed by Add/Remove Bars. From 
this option you will need to search for the appropriate mobile number first, either by mobile 
number or username. Then you click the spanner symbol            to access the Bar screen.

Whichever route you have taken to get to the Self-Service 
screen then you should now be viewing a screen that looks 
like the one on the next page:

1.8 REMOVING ALERT BARS
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Any applicable Alert bars on the mobile number will be viewable in the section towards the top titled Bars. Alert specific bars will 
always mention “Added via Alerting” in the description e.g. O2 Data Alert Bar – Added Via Alerting. Alert Bars will only appear if 
the Alert bar is on the number at that specific time. If the relevant Alerting bar is not currently on the number, then it will not 
appear under the Bars section as a visible bar that you can remove.  

For a detailed guide to all Zest4 Mobile Bars please see the Zest4 Barring User Guide. 

Please Note – Removing an Alert bar will not re-set the alert.  The alert will not re-trigger in the same billing period unless it is 
updated in some way, or a new alert is added.  The partner or customer is responsible for updating the existing alert or adding the 
new alert as appropriate.

1.8 REMOVING ALERT BARS
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1.9 - OFCOM ALERTING
On the 1st October 2018, new legislation came into effect from Ofcom around the setting up of Spend Caps.  All customers billed 
by Zest4 have the option to add an Ofcom spend cap on individual tariffs only. Shared or aggregated tariffs are out of scope.
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OFCOM CAP - CUSTOMERS (NOT RESELLERS) 

The Ofcom spend cap can be requested on a support ticket via the Zest4 Customer Portal – Please search support ticket option - OFCOM Spend 
Cap. 

O2 and Vodafone have based their strategy on that statement that the spend cap is for usage outside of the basic contract price. O2 and 
Vodafone consider bolt-on or roaming pass purchases (ROW Travel Pass/World Traveler fees), to be out of scope of the spend cap, provided the 
customer has opted in to the bolt on or spend cap, as these charges then become part of the basic contract price. 

Zest4 automatically provision all O2/Vodafone mobile connections with the Rest of World Travel Pass / World Traveler where the relevant tariff 
supports these services.   

Zest4 customers can set up a standard Spend Cap Alerts for O2 and Vodafone mobile connections through the Alert Manager function within the 
Zest4 Customer Portal at: zest4customers.com.  

However, it is important to make clear that Customers cannot create specific Ofcom Spend Caps through this function themselves. 

Customers will need to complete the Zest4 Ofcom Cap Authorisation form which can be found on our Marketing Portal HERE or raise a support 
ticket – please use the OFCOM Spend Cap ticket which contains a copy of the form to complete. 

This Authorisation Form needs to be completed and submitted to Zest4 via the appropriate Customer Portal Support Ticket by the customer. Once 
Zest4 have received the Ofcom Cap Authorisation Form, then Zest4 will create the Ofcom Cap Alert in the Customer Portal, titled: “Ofcom Cap”.  

The Ofcom Cap should not be amended in any way by Customers through the Zest4 Customer Portal, as this will then invalidate the Ofcom 
Cap, and any charges above the cap threshold will apply. 

The Ofcom Cap will only take effect from the 1st day of the following month after requested. If the Ofcom Cap is triggered, then the Ofcom Cap 
Alert bar will remain in place on the number until the 1st day of the following month, at which point it will automatically remove. The Ofcom Cap 
Alert Bar will restrict outgoing calls, outgoing SMS/MMS and data usage. It will still allow incoming calls and incoming SMS.
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OFCOM CAP - CUSTOMERS (NOT RESELLERS) Continued 

The cap cannot be lifted mid-month. If the Cap is removed mid-month by the customer, then all unbilled charges will then be valid for that month on 
the specific mobile number. The customer will not be charged over the Ofcom Cap threshold amount, providing the Alert Bar has not been 
removed and the Ofcom Cap has not been adjusted by the customer in the given billing period.

OFCOM CAP - RESELLERS (NOT CUSTOMERS) 

For our Reseller partners, we must make clear that Zest4 cannot assist with your onward billing to the end user.  Any tools made available to 
support spend caps is based on calls rated at your Reseller rates. It is your responsibility to provide spend alerts to your end users, based on your 
own rates.   

This is as per the Ofcom guidelines which state that the bill provider is responsible for providing Ofcom Caps. 

Please Note – Zest4 recommend that you speak to your billing provider to discuss capping options available to you via your retail platform.  Zest4 
provide bar/unbar APIs which can be used to link into retail billing platforms to provide an automated barring option to facilitate the Ofcom cap.  If 
your billing provider requires more information regarding the APIs please contact sevice@zest4.com. 

Each network has a slightly different interpretation of the legislation, but has specified that this does not constitute legal advice, and each 
wholesale/reseller provider should seek their own legal advice with regards to interpreting the Ofcom Spend Cap. 

O2 and Vodafone Mobile Connections 

O2 and Vodafone have based their strategy on that statement that the spend cap is for usage outside of the basic contract price. O2 and Vodafone 
consider bolt-on or roaming pass purchases (ROW Travel Pass/World Traveler fees) to be out of scope of the spend cap, provided the end user 
customer has opted in to the bolt on or spend cap, as these charges then become part of the basic contract price. 
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OFCOM CAP - RESELLERS (NOT CUSTOMERS) Continued 

O2/Vodafone customers should request the Rest of World Travel / World Traveler, on your end user agreement.  Zest4 automatically provision all 
O2/Vodafone connections with the Rest of World Travel Pass / World Traveler where the relevant tariff supports these services.   

As a Reseller, it is possible to set up a Spend Cap Alert for O2 and Vodafone mobile connections through the Alert Manager function within the 
Zest4 Customer Portal at: zest4customers.com   

Here you will be able to customise a Spend Alert and if one of your customers has requested an Ofcom Cap, then you can use this functionality to 
help to set up an Ofcom Cap, If you are unable to do this via your own billing platform/portal.  Please always be aware that any alert you set up 
here is based on Wholesale rates and uses standard alert bars which will bar all types of outgoing usage.   

Resellers should create a customised Spend Alert but rename this as “Ofcom Cap”.  

This then means that you can differentiate this Ofcom spend cap, from any other non-Ofcom spend caps you may already have set up in the Zest4 
Customer Portal.  

You can customise the Spend Cap to alert at a bespoke level such as 75% and 95% of the monetary spend value that you want, and if appropriate, 
set a bar limit at 100%. You could also customise the alert to send an email only to your organisation, to alert you at the relevant spend level, but 
not alert the customer via SMS for example.  

The Ofcom guidelines state that where possible the bill provider should continue to allow access to free of charge calls and to calls still within 
bundle, even after an Ofcom cap has been placed.  Zest4 have made all bars from the O2 & VF networks available on the Zest4 Customer Portal, 
to allow the Reseller to manage access to calls as appropriate. 

See the Zest4 Mobile Barring Guide for more information on the bars available.
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OFCOM CAP - RESELLERS (NOT CUSTOMERS) Continued 

Please Note - The above example is purely a recommendation of how you can utilise the existing alerts available to you, to help you manage any 
Ofcom Spend Cap requests that you may receive from your customers. We need to make it clear that the ultimate responsibility of setting up the 
Ofcom Spend Cap, lies with the organisation that invoices the end user, and Zest4 have no responsibility or accountability in how this is set up or 
managed by the Reseller.  We recommend that you speak to your own Billing Provider to discuss any solutions available on your Billing Platform or 
Portal that may assist in providing Ofcom Caps to your customers. 

In the event where the Ofcom cap is exceeded due to late landing traffic, we will have an appeals process where we will review the data and the 
Reseller’s actions in alerting and stopping the usage.  Where the Reseller has used their best endeavours to follow the process set above by 
renaming the spend alert clearly to “Ofcom Cap”, and ensured that alerts were generated, and bars placed in a timely fashion; Zest4 will then 
support a case with O2/Vodafone to have the excess costs covered by the network.  

Please Note - This process will not happen automatically and will always need to be raised by the Reseller to Zest4 as soon as possible. The 
quicker that this can be raised by Resellers to Zest4, the more likely it is that we will be able to achieve a positive outcome from the networks. Each 
request from the Reseller will be dealt with on a case-by-case basis with the relevant network. We will confirm the resolution in writing to the 
Reseller. 

The Ofcom Cap should only be made available to your new and resigning customers (from 1st October 2018) and will need to be requested at the 
point of connection or resign with the Reseller. 

There will be nothing for your customers to complete and sign with Zest4, as the Reseller will undertake the final billing, and agree the setting 
up of the Ofcom Cap with the end customers, where the customers have specifically requested to opt in to the Ofcom Cap.
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1.10 - ALERTING KEY POINTS
1. Resellers - Please remember the monetary figures on the 

Zest4 Customer Portal are at Wholesale rates, and so 
make sure when you quote to your customers that you 
quote at your own bespoke rates, not the wholesale rates. 

2. The Zest4 Default Bundle and Spend alert option is that 
the end user will receive an SMS notification only. 

3. Alerts are activated upon call processing, so they should 
only be used as a guideline for monitoring usage. Alert 
amounts are not based on real time usage, and on rare 
occasions, some alerts may not be sent. 

4. No Zest4 Alerts (SMS & Email) will contain a value (either 
monetary (£) / percentage (%) / MB etc) – they will say the 
‘Lower Limit / ‘Upper  Limit’ / ‘Bar Limit’ has been 
triggered – to view the specific usage that has triggered 
on an alert, please view the Unbilled Details tab on the 
Zest4 Customer Portal zest4customers.com 

5. SMS Alerts are white labelled and are not Zest4 branded. 

6. Alerts can be sent to a maximum of 3 mobile numbers and 
3 email addresses per alert; however, this is a bespoke 
request that you can edit via the Alert Manager section of 
the Zest4 Customer Portal. <See Sections 1.4, 1.5 & 1.7> 

7. Email Alerts are Zest4 branded, and this cannot be 
changed. 

8. A Zest4 mobile connection cannot have no alerts set on it – 
if a user does not require Total Spend and/or Data Bundle 
(%) alerts then you will need to edit the alerts, so they are 
Email only – if you disable / delete an alert, then overnight 
the system will automatically add a default alert back on to 
the number(s) as per the Alerting Default Settings <See 
Section 1.1>. In order to override this, you will need to set 
the Total Spend Alert Threshold levels high, so that the user 
should not realistically reach these threshold levels - for 
example Lower - £1000, Upper - £5000, Bar - £10,000 or 
choose the No Bar option etc. depending on the user. 
Resellers – we also advise that you get something in 
writing from the end customer to confirm they do not 
want to receive alert notifications or be restricted for any 
usage, and to confirm that they are liable for all charges 
as a result.
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9. Should a number be Alert Barred when reaching a Bar 
Threshold, please note the appropriate Alerting Bar will 
need to be lifted via the Self-Service section of the Zest4 
Customer Portal <See Section 1.8> for the number to 
become active again. This is a separate process to 
amending the specific Alert thresholds itself. For a Spend 
Alert – A Spend Cap Alert Bar adds an outgoing usage 
bar at the network, so this restricts outbound calls, 
outbound SMS/ MMS and Data usage. It still allows 
inbound calls and inbound SMS. Data Bundle (%) and Data 
Usage (MB) Alert Bar Thresholds will restrict data usage 
only and will continue to allow other types of usage such 
as calls and SMS. 

10. When lifting a Total Spend Alert Bar during the current 
month, you will potentially need to set a new alert to 
monitor the spend on the number for the remainder of 
that month. You can edit the original alert to a higher level 
for the current month. However, we recommend if you do 
not want to permanently increase the spend alert level, 
then you add a second, increased spend alert to the 
number, and leave the original spend alert in place for the 
following month.

Then once allowances reset again on the 1st day of the month, 
the original spend alert will still be in place. 
11. Please Note - Should you amend or refresh an alert mid-

month – e.g.  change spend values lower than the current 
unbilled usage, add an email address, change the name of 
the alert etc - and if any threshold levels (Lower-Upper-Bar) 
of that alert have already triggered in the current month – 
then those same alert levels will re-trigger again in the 
current month, after the next call processing takes place.  

12. If not already lifted during the current month, then all 
types of Alerting Bars will automatically lift on the 1st day 
of the following month once allowances have reset. 

13. Please see our Zest4 You Tube Channel for instructional 
videos: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC839tTUHzsA9GSmmeBwx0vw
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2.0 M2M ALERTING (ZEST4 CONNECT)
SETTING DATA CAPS AND ALERTS - zest4connect.com 

If you have M2M connections with Zest4 then it is possible to set up and manage MB Usage alerts via the Zest4 Connect Portal. 
M2M Alerts should be managed through this monitoring portal as the usage is real-time usage and does not rely on CDRs to be 
sent from the network, as it does with standard mobile alerting. 

If you have the requisite Admin permissions on Zest4 Connect, then you can change the MB level of Alerts and Caps on numbers 
either individually or in bulk. Note that only users of type Admin can set SIM Data Caps and Alerts.

• In the Dashboard page, click on 
any individual SIM for which you 
wish to set or amend a Data Cap or 
Alert. 

• Once in the SIM Details screen - 
Then go to the right-hand side of 
the screen and you can click on 
the pencil symbol to edit the Cap 
and/or Alert levels in MB.

Here you can also add/amend/remove any email addresses that will receive the alert notifications. You can have multiple email 
addresses here. There is no option for SMS alert notifications.
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PLEASE NOTE 

• Please note if the SIM is showing in a Blocked status, then you will need to lift the Cap to get the SIM working again. To lift a 
Data Cap from a number – you will need to raise the Data Cap Level to higher than the current MB usage level that you can 
see on the SIM Details screen. As soon as you do this, then the Cap will automatically lift from the SIM, and the SIM will show as 
Active. 

• When changing the Alert/Cap level mid-month, the Alert/Cap will not automatically reset to the original levels at the start of the 
next billing period. 

• When you change the Cap level, the Alert level will automatically change to 80% of the Cap level as a default. This alert level 
can however be manually amended to anything bespoke. 

• If you do not want a Cap and/or Alert level, then you need to change the applicable level to 0.00 MB. 

• For certain networks/tariffs, you will also have the option to: Stop the session immediately when the data cap is reached. This 
means as soon as a SIM hits a MB Cap level, the number will be forced out of data session immediately and Blocked. If this 
option is not available in the SIM Details screen, then this functionality is not supported by the tariff/network and the SIM will 
need to finish its current data session, before the SIM becomes Blocked. 

• It is possible to amend the Alert/Cap values and email addresses on multiple numbers in bulk – please see the Zest4 Connect 
User Guide HERE for further information on how to do this. 

• It is not possible to set Spend Alerts on M2M connections on the Zest4 Connect portal.
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If you require any assistance with any aspect of alerting, then please contact the Zest4 Service team on: 

0161 956 3300 (Opt 1 Opt 1) 

Email: service@zest4.com 
or via the Zest4 Customer Portal: zest4customers.com  

Support Ticket option: High Usage Bars/Alerts
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